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Christian M. Wrang¹, Niels N. Rossing¹, Rasmus M. Dierøën¹, Christoffer G. Hansen¹, Claus Dalgaard-Hansen², Dan S. Karbing¹

The relationship between the date of birth and expertise in various sports among both elite and youth level athletes is well established, and known as the relative age effect (RAE). However, new results in for example Canadian Hockey and British cricket and rugby have indicated a reversal of RAE among selected talents where the youngest athletes are more likely to remain selected than their older peers. As such, RAE may therefore depend on the age and the level of competition. The purpose of this study was therefore to analyse RAE from the youth to senior national level in a sample of successful Danish male national teams. The sample included 244 players from Danish under-19, under-21 and senior national levels. These players have been part of successful teams, winning 18 medals at 24 youth European and World championships and 8 medals during 12 years at the senior level. The results showed a significant RAE on both youth and national levels. However, RAE was less marked from the under-19 to under-21 and further to the senior national level. Results show that at the national youth level talent selection favours the relatively older players, of whom a larger proportion fails to be re-selected to the senior level compared to their younger peers. RAE appears to play a central and reversing role in the identification and re-selection in Danish male handball. The results also show that the presence of both a constant and constituent year structure affects RAE, even when introduced at late adolescence.
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Introduction

In several sports such as senior elite soccer (Helsen et al., 2012), youth basketball (Delorme and Raspaud, 2009), senior elite ice hockey (Baker and Logan, 2007), youth and senior rugby (Till et al., 2010) and youth handball (Schorer et al., 2013), the athletes’ date of birth has been found to be a significant determinant for success. This is the so-called relative age effect (RAE) that refers to the difference of age between individuals in the same age group, which significantly affects the possibility of reaching the elite level (Ostapczuk and Musch, 2013). Relative age effect is a well-known phenomenon at both national youth (Helsen et al., 2005) and senior elite levels across nations and sports (Schorer et al., 2013). The effect is based on studies from recent decades, where researchers report that attaining elite level may be more difficult for relatively young sports participants (Cobley et al., 2009; Helsen et al., 2012; Musch and Grondin, 2001).

Schorer and colleagues (2013) have lately pointed out that the term relative age effect primarily is used on a 12-month annual age grouping, but also has been used to describe similar effects. Those authors specified that two structures of age were present in handball depending on whether the athletes played in national or international systems. The international handball federation (IHF) has
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structured international youth tournaments with fixed two-year age cohorts. This means that national youth players constantly are the relatively youngest or oldest on the youth national levels with up to two years of difference in the birth date. This is a grouping system that Schorer et al. (2013) have termed “constant year” (i.e. constant year effect). Participation in handball clubs is mostly organized with two-year age groupings that change every year. Thus providing a more dynamic structure seems relevant since the relative age of the participants changes from being in the oldest year to the youngest year throughout the development process. Medic et al. (2007) referred to this progression through the age band as an athlete’s “constituent year”, hence the constituent year effect. Players at international levels will therefore perform within two different structures with related effects. So far, few researchers have investigated RAE in handball (Aguilar et al., 2017). Consequently, the progression of players influenced by two different structures of age has lacked attention, and needs to be investigated in order to understand the development of players embedded in both structures.

The division of young athletes into age groups has been based on the assumption that it reduces maturational differences. However, studies have clearly indicated a great risk that coaches have confused maturation for talent, thereby leading to increased likelihood that relatively older youths were predominantly identified as being talented and selected for higher levels of competition (Ashworth and Heyndels, 2007; Schorer et al., 2013). Some evidence exists to suggest that this biased talent selection is a cause of RAE (Sherar et al., 2007), when considering the consequences of being selected (or not selected) for the subsequent level of development (Schorer et al., 2009). Therefore, research primarily has focused on the maturation-selection hypothesis, which is based on the idea that athletes born shortly after the selection date benefit from their advanced physical and cognitive maturation.

The majority of previous studies have focused on RAE within a population at a given point in time with only few studies investigating RAE over time and its impact on the progression of talent selection and development. Recent studies in Canadian hockey (Gibbs et al., 2012), British rugby (McCarthy and Collins, 2014) and British cricket (McCarthy et al., 2015) have found that the likelihood of success for the youngest seems to be greater compared to that of older peers after being selected for a talent development programme. A recent study (Sæther, 2015) concluded that RAE seemed to be a major factor in the selection of youth national level soccer players in Norway. However, one limitation of this notable study is that the cohort of the study did not include the senior national level, preventing analysis of RAE in the selection to what can be considered the final endpoint of talent progression in soccer. Unfortunately, few studies include empirical evidence that links international participation of younger athletes from earlier to later stages of their athletic careers (Barreiros et al., 2014; Barreiros and Fonseca, 2012). Both of Barreiros and colleagues’ studies concluded that selection of talent during youth was not a precondition for later success in sport, since a low fraction of players was re-selected from the youth to the senior national level. Furthermore they did not link RAE to the re-selection of players.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relative age effect and re-selection from the youth to the senior national level in Danish national handball. The specific objective was to investigate the distribution and re-selection of players across national youth and senior levels, allowing investigation of the combined RAE when two talent development structures were interacting.

Methods

Participants

The sample of this study included Danish male handball players ($n = 244$) born from 1980 to 1991. We selected this specific talent programme as the under-19 (U19) and under-21 (U21) youth national levels had a successful record in international championships with 18 medals in 24 competitions, while the senior national level won 8 medals in 12 and recently won the Olympics in 2016. All players had been participating in at least one of the national levels: U19, U21 or senior national level and were compiled from the database of the Danish Handball Federation (DHF). These players had
also belonged to Danish youth handball clubs that all operated within a constituent structure, and were therefore influenced by both constant- and constituent year effects. Furthermore records of participation in international tournaments such as European and World Championships as well as Olympic Games were compiled from the International and European Handball Federations’ database (IHF and EHF). The records of the tournaments were from the 2003 World Championships up to and including the 2017 World Championships.

The database listed the players’ name, date of birth and numbers of matches played at U19, U21 or senior levels. Selection of players to participate at national levels above their age is rare. Thus, the sample excluded players born after 1991, since they had a minimal possibility to debut at the senior national level. Overall, 201 players participated in U19, 166 in U21, and 75 at the senior national level with 30 players from the senior national level selected for an international senior tournament.

Statistical Analysis

Chi-squared tests were performed to determine if there was a RAE on U19, U21, senior levels and at international tournaments such as World and European Championships as well as the Olympic Games (significance set at $p < 0.05$). Yet, U19, U21, senior and tournament levels represent not only one team, but all the players who participated at the exact levels during the investigated year span. The U19 level therefore refers to all the players, born from 1980 to 1991, who participated in the U19 team. The same applies for the U21, senior and tournament levels.

To represent the constant two-year age-span of the national levels, the relative age was calculated from three-month groupings giving a total of eight quarters, four birth quarters for each year with the cutoff date in handball at the 1st of January. The chi-squared tests were performed by comparing frequencies of players from the eight birth year quarters for each level with the expected frequencies. As in previous studies on RAE, it was assumed that birth quarters were equally distributed at these levels, i.e. giving expected frequencies for the eight birth quarters of 12.5%. At the tournament level the eight birth quarters were combined into four half-year groups, since the expected values of chi-squared analysis otherwise would be below five. The expected equal distribution has been questioned by Delorme and colleagues (Delorme et al., 2009; Delorme and Raspaud, 2009), yet since the main focus of this study was to investigate the selection and re-selection of players we chose to use an expected equal distribution as well as a normalized distribution based on previous selections.

The number of players in each sample decreased as the competitive level increased, with the U19 sample having more than 6 times the number of players compared to the international senior tournament sample. Considering that the chi-squared test is considered sensitive to sample size (Delorme and Champely, 2013), we performed a further chi-squared test for each sample, where the sample size was normalized by using the observed fraction of players in each birth quarter to calculate how many would be observed if these fractions were considered in a sample of 201 players, i.e. normalizing the analysis to the number of players in the U19 sample.

Results

RAE from the national youth to the senior level and international tournaments

Figure 1 shows the distribution of birth quarters among players in U19, U21, senior and senior tournament teams for players born between 1980 and 1991. The first four birth quarters include the majority of players in U19 and U21, while players are more equally distributed at the senior and tournament level. Specifically, the proportion of players from the first three birth quarters decreases from U19 to senior levels, while the proportions of players from the fifth, sixth and eighth birth quarter increase. This is supported by the chi-squared test results summarized in Table 1 showing a significant difference between player distribution and the expected equal distribution of players at U19 ($p < 0.001$) and U21 ($p < 0.001$) national levels, and with no significant difference for the senior national ($p = 0.363$) nor the tournament level ($p = 0.764$). However, despite different dispersion between birth quarters in the samples, the normalized chi-squared analysis showed significant RAE in all samples ($p < 0.05$) if the proportions of players in each birth quarter had
been observed in a sample of the same size as the U19 sample.

**Relative age and the re-selection of players**

While Figure 1 shows the distribution of players at each level, Figure 2 shows the players being re-selected for teams at higher competitive national levels. Figure 2 shows that the players with the greatest possibility for re-selection from U19 to U21 and from U21 to senior levels were players born in the eighth birth quarter. On the other hand, the proportion of players who failed to be re-selected from U19 to U21 and from U21 to senior levels was highest for players born in the first four birth quarters. This is also supported by the chi squared test results showing a significant difference between the successfully re-selected players’ distribution and the expected equal distribution of re-selected players at U19-U21 ($p < 0.001$) and U21-senior levels ($p < 0.001$).
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*Figure 1*

The distribution of players across each birth quarter in percentage, at U19, U21, senior national levels and tournament participation, respectively. Q1 – Q8 are organized from left to right.
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*Figure 2*

The distribution of players re-selected from U19 to U21, U21 to the senior national level and the senior national level to tournament participation across each birth quarter. Q1 – Q8 are organized from left to right.
Table 1

Proportion and number of players in each birth quarter for the four different competitive levels
and p-values for chi-squared and normalized chi-squared analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>X²P</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Norm. X²</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U19 n (%)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U21 n (%)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior n (%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament n (%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strikingly, the proportion of players successfully re-selected from the senior level to tournament participation is lowest at the first and the fifth birth quarter and highest at the fourth and the seventh. The chi-squared test’s results shows that the distribution of successfully re-selected players from the senior level to tournament participation is not significantly skewed ($p = 0.753$).

**Discussion**

There are two main findings from this study to be discussed. We found a significant RAE at the youth male handball national levels, but not at the senior national or tournament level, although when normalised to the largest sample size a significant RAE was present in all samples, yet with greater skew between birth quarters in the lowest competitive levels. Our results also show that relatively younger players in the constant two-year age cohort at the national youth level had better chances for re-selection to the senior national level compared to their older peers.

*The distribution of players is skewed at national levels*

The results show a relative age effect at national youth levels as expected. Based on the normalized chi-squared tests at senior and tournament levels, the distribution remains skewed at all four levels, although less marked with increasing age. The difference between the highest and the lowest percentage per quarter at each level decreases from 25% at U19 to 19% at U20, 12% at senior and 13% at tournament levels. Recent studies have indicated that RAE may already exist in the registered youth player populations the national youth level players are selected from. Our results indicate that this RAE is continued or further exaggerated at the national youth level, likely making the player population that senior national team coaches select from also skewed. For instance, studies in French basketball (Delorme and Raspaud, 2009) and Canadian ice hockey (Lemez et al., 2014) found that the registered youth player populations were skewed towards relatively older players, and that dropout seemed to occur more often among younger
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 already in the early sport participation, the age grouping of young athletes may cause a skewed youth player population (Delorme and Champely, 2013). If this is the case, identification of talented players by national youth coaches may be proportionally appropriate. Another explanation may be that the majority of older players firstly selected to the talent program benefit from the resources and environment at the national teams, from where they get a better chance of further re-selection. It has previously been suggested that RAE in youth may be due to enhanced physical differences (Malina et al., 2005) or increased fitness levels (Carling et al., 2009) in favor of the oldest players. However, Schorer (2009) found no physical or skill differences between relative young or old youth German handball players, which suggests alternative hypotheses.

However, it remains to be determined to what degree these possible causes contribute to RAE and whether this occurs consistently across sports and countries.

**RAE favouring younger players in re-selection to the senior level**

The results demonstrate that the youngest players more often succeeded in reaching the elite senior level compared to their older peers. As such, many of the older players at youth national levels were de-selected for the senior national level, while most of their younger peers succeeded in reaching the elite national level. McCarthy and Collins (2014) observed a “reversal” of RAE benefits as relatively younger British Rugby players were overrepresented at the senior elite level. Although the current study’s data shows decreasing skewness, it does not show a complete reversal. The less pronounced reversal observed in the present study in comparison to the one found in the study of McCarthy and Collins (2014), may be due to players being influenced by both a constant and constituent year effect throughout their youth career. Studies in German handball (Schorer, 2009) and French soccer (Carling et al., 2009) have also shown that relatively younger players may be discriminated during youth, but succeed better in the transition from the youth elite to the senior elite level than their older peers. This is in line with a previous study in Canadian ice-hockey by Gibbs and colleagues (2012), who found that relatively younger players in their senior career had higher probability than their peers to enter All-star teams and Olympic team rosters through the underdog effect. The different progression of younger and older players in Danish male handball through youth to senior national teams and tournament rosters may reflect different development paths. It is possible that the younger players face more life stressors than their older peers, and learn resilience as well as mental toughness on their way to the senior elite, which Collins and MacNamara (2012) suggest being crucial for athlete’s senior performance. As Mikkel Hansen (voted “MVP” in the World Championship 2013) reports: “Because I was younger and smaller than those I practiced with and played against, I was forced to work on and improve all the details of the game in order to succeed. It has undoubtedly, unconsciously, contributed to a good learning strategy. I also learned to handle adversity and defeat in contrast to taller players who experienced early success” (translated from Danish, Rossing et al., 2015).

The annual age grouping of players is probably based on creating a fair environment and competition while also respecting other social contexts such as age groupings in school, other sports, etc. However, grouping players based on their age has certain disadvantages as shown in this study. The relatively youngest are limited at youth level selection, while the relatively oldest are limited at later selection. Thus creating a talent system, which operates with two levels of reduction of its own scope, since firstly potential talents are ignored at the entry level to the national youth levels and then the oldest players at later competitive levels are predominantly deselected, seems of utmost importance.

The results also suggest that a shift of effects occur. At the U19 national level, the distribution of players across the constant two-year age band creates a constant year effect. When reselecting from U19 to U21 and further to the senior national level, the proportion of players born in the second constant year increases. Furthermore, the senior national level predominantly consists of players born in the two first birth quarters from each year. As the youth league is organized with a two year constituent structure, the relatively oldest players from the youngest constant year, that is players from the
fifth birth quarter, experience being oldest every other year at the club level. Some of the benefits they experience as the relatively older player every other year, may assist them in reaching the senior national level. One possible explanation is that players from the fifth and sixth quarter every second year in the youth league experience being the relatively oldest, which possibly gives them more attention, playing time and practice at a higher playing level. Thus, the possibility of attaining the senior national level shifts from being influenced primarily by constant to constituent year effect.

**Applied perspective**

Since Helsen (2012) in a review proclaimed that 10 years of research in RAE did not seem to have influenced the relative age effect in soccer, practical perspectives on how to solve this issue seem warranted. Dalgaard-Hansen, who is a co-author of works discussing RAE and operating as a Talent Development Manager in Danish Handball, for the players in the sample of this study, considers three things that every talent developer should be aware of in order to potentially limit RAE.

First of all, it is important for coaches to acknowledge the issue of RAE during daily activities such as training, matches, and when assessing the players’ potential. The relative age is a crucial part of the whole picture. Based on a Mann and van Ginnekens (2016) study, players’ relative age can be made visible by relating their shirt number to the player’s birthdate. Alternatively, let the players wear shirt or wristbands in different colours according to their birth quarter in competitions and recruitment camps.

Secondly, in order to ensure attention to the players born in the youngest constant year at the national youth level, the national federations can divide the national youth teams into age groups with a maximal age difference of 12 months. Such actions have lately been introduced within the Danish Handball Federation (DHF), and thereby created better opportunities for players from the youngest year to receive attention, thus giving the national coaches and management a broader knowledge of the players from each constant year. It is well established that RAE occurs in 12 month groupings, suggesting that a 6 month grouping may be preferred if resources such as coaches, players, practice- and playing time are present.

Thirdly, acknowledgement to the players from coaches can be shown in other ways than selection to a talent program. Praising the players’ effort and development during a conversation at the sports facility, a phone call or in an e-mail can also mean a lot for a young player. As a talent developer and practitioner, Dalgaard-Hansen finds it important to invest time and energy in both the selected and deselected players, and thereby create a bigger talent pool.

Dalgaard-Hansen believes that these actions potentially may limit RAE, but such an approach needs to be met with caution and investigated empirically in the future.

**Limitations**

The time span of sample data may have introduced noise to the analysis as replacement of national coaches and national senior matches of varied performance likely have had some impact on the identification and selection of talented players and hence RAE during the sample period. For instance, new coaches may have had different philosophies in terms of talent identification and development. Thus, the results presented here can only be considered as overall effects encompassing such changes.

**Conclusion**

The results show a significant relative age effect on the youth national levels of Danish handball with favoured players predominantly being the oldest in a two-year age band, but not at the senior national level. Furthermore, the advantage of being relatively older when entering the talent program reverses from the youth to the senior national level, with the relatively younger players being more likely to be re-selected. Thus, the relative age effect appears to play a central and reversing role in the identification and development of expertise in Danish male handball. The results also show that the presence of both a constant and constituent year structure affects RAE, even when introduced at late adolescence.
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